Application Modernization Pod

On-demand access to a team of software experts that work alongside your team to help drive completion of your backlog, while continuously evolving your application.

Successful application modernization never ends. In fact, it triggers further innovation. Today, businesses are under immense pressure to solve strategic problems, find new revenue streams and decrease costs. With today's rapid pace of innovation, companies need to be able to modernize their application, but offload the on-going support to continue modernizing elsewhere. Currently, many rush to build the modern application, but upon launch realize they have no one to maintain it.

A Highly Collaborative Support Model Built for Modern Applications

The Rackspace Application Modernization Pod provides your business access to a team of software experts that work as an extension of your team for ongoing support of your modern application. The pod consists of an Engagement Manager, Software Architect and Software Engineer. You'll always work with the same baseline team and, if needed, can add more resources in the higher tiers.

You'll collaborate with your pod to set sprint-based projects working against your backlog and long-term goals. The Application Modernization Pod supports a wide range of capabilities such as debugging, code stabilization, adding new features and improving reliability and security.

- **“Do With” Approach:** Our Application Modernization Pod works in an agile, sprint-based model right alongside your team. Because we work in weekly sprints, we can stay highly connected to your objectives while working against the backlog.
- **Consistent Team:** The Application Modernization Pod starts with three experts. As you ramp up in tiers, you get more architect capacity and additional dedicated engineers. Regardless of if you ramp back down in tiers, your baseline team will always remain the same.
- **Flexible, Tiered Pricing:** The pod can be scaled up and down via short notice, giving you flexibility based on your business needs.
- **Application Maintenance:** The pod can perform debugging, code revisions and more to free up your team and remove the stress of trying to find the right skill sets for ongoing app support.
- **Ongoing Innovation:** Modernization never ends and with your Pod, you can continue to develop new application features or take advantage of new cloud capabilities.

About Rackspace Technology®

Rackspace Technology is your trusted partner across cloud, applications, security, data and infrastructure.

- 2,500+ cloud engineers
- Hosting provider for more than half of the Fortune 100
- 20+ years of hosting experience
- Customers in 120+ countries

Fanatical Experience®

Experts on your side, doing what it takes to get the job done right. From first consultation to daily operations, Rackspace Technology combines the power of always-on service with best-in-class tools and automation to deliver technology when and how you need it.

Take the Next Step

Let’s talk about how Rackspace Technology can help you achieve your goals.

Learn more: [www.rackspace.com](http://www.rackspace.com)
Call: 1-800-961-2888